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It is well-known that Carl Brockelmann's monumental Geschichteder
arabíschen Litteratur consists basically of nothing more than a catalogue
of the catalogues of manuscripts and publications of works written in
Arabic - with the exception of one final comprehensive section which
deals with modern literature. However it is less well-known that Brockelmann's GAL is based mainly on the large descriptive manuscript catalogues
published in the lgth century, and particularly on Wilhelm Ahlwardt's
ten-volume Verzeichn'iss der arabischen Handschriften der Kónigl'íchei,
Bibliothek zu Berlin. These catalogues provided Brockelmann for the most
part not only with the necessary dates, facts, subjects and summaries, bnt
also the system for the lay-out of the tremendous volume of material containing tens of thousands of works. That Brockelmann's GAL, this superl,
source of reference, is being continued and added to with X'uat Sezgin'.
Gesch'ichtedes arabischen Schrifttunis (GAS) is a wonderful gain for our
studies and one which cannot be highly enough praised. It is also knorvli
that Arabic manuscripts all over the world - up to now it has been imp,r.sible to make an even vaguely correct estimate of their total number
have been the subject of increasing interest over the past two decades.
It has been mostly libraries, academies and other academic organisation.
which have been urging - and which continue to urge - registration c,f
manuscript collections. The main concern here has been, and remains, t,'
include in one handy volume a register of authors and titles as quickhas possible, and to include in this, material which was described in the La.:
century. n'rom a librarian's point of view this is an understandable rvisi,.
This becomes even more understandable when one realises that bilrli,
graphical and academic reference works of various kinds in many plac..
are not only necessary, but have in our modern world becom" aln1r,r:t
fashionable. However, when one considers that we are still very far fr,,r:.
being in a position to produce a history of Arabic literature, there is tL,-very relevant question of whether manuscript catalogues compiled otr a
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technical, and not on a critical basis, will properly satisfy academic requirements,
This matter appeared all the more urgent to us in Frankfurt rvhen rve
started a cataloguing programme within the framework of the German
Research Association programme, and in conjunction rvith the German
Oriental Society, of Arabic manuscript holdings in Germany. It is only
lair to mention here that in dealing with this matter .we should not forget
that interest of occidental scholars in these almost embarrassingly large
holdings of manuscripts at the moment remains very slight. Editing has
very much slov'ed down, literary-historical monographyisstillrarelyencountered. Things are different in the Orient: but here there are problems of a
different kind to be dealt with. X'or example, editors in many caseshave to
be satisfied with sourcematerial is which available in a more or lesshaphazard
fashion. It is rare for anybody to be in a position to think of philology based
on a v'ide range of manuscript material. X'urthermore, use of suchmanuscript
material presupposes in many cases personal knorvledge of collections
involved: for Brockelmann's GAL, as everybody knowns, is not only incomplete, but also contains information which on account of its brevity is not
infrequently both confusing and misleading, sometimes even erroneous.
Therefore it is advisable for anyone who is searching for specific source
material to stick to the traditional, old-fashioned approach: to obtain the
appropriate information direct from libraries themseir.es. rvhich generally
possessadequate card-index systems, or in particular from one of the many
nranuscript specialists in the Oriental countries concerned.
^{fter considering the situation in which Arabic literarv studies are placed,
and after completing a preliminary record of several hundred manuscripts
\\-e came up with the following answer as a result of work on the increased
amount of source material which passedthrough our hands.
It is not considered feasible:
a - to publish the estimated 10000 titles in a handlist. Firstlv. Lrecause
a copy of the acquisition registers available in Berlin would do more or
less the same service, and secondly, because Carl Brockelmann had alreaclv
taken abstracts from these registers and evaluated these to a large ertent
t',rr his supplementary volumes and the second edition of the GAL.
b - it is not and cannot be considered feasible, instead of such hancllists.
t.-, publish more exhaustive d.escriptionsin isolation without relating theni
to a specific line of academic study: for the majority of the manuscript-s
contains works and articles which have already been dealt rvith in the old
de,.criptive catalogues or have even been printed. Re-printing ri-ouid be
completely superfluous.
It would seem to be most sensibleto:
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a - consider cataloguing as research. This would involve placing manuscript material against secondary und prirnary literature. Originality and
documentation would have to be clearly presented.
b - this would ensure that material which is in two sensesof great value
would no longer be permitted to remain unused.
c - that preliminary decisions make clear what material requires more
special investigation, e.g.: editing, translating, monography.
d - that such material which considered in isolation seems to be of little
interest, yet when seen as part of a whole and summarized then appeaïs
of first importance, be made available to scholars. This rvould include, for
example, traditional-historical, literary and biographical material, documents and papers of the most various kinds, as well as countless colophons
and owners' marks. In fact material which on account of its uniqueness
provides a wealth of new direct information, which neither primary nor
secondary literature in particular knows or registers.
e - through this it will be possible to ensure that largely unexplored
areas of Arabic literature and Islamic cultural history will be further no
less reliable signposts and guidelines - and
f - with the result that cataloguing will become a rich, constantly ïelevant
and stimulating way of collecting material.
Let me now expand on these sonsiderations and demands by giving a
couple of examples. n'irst: it is always surprising to discover how manl
manuscripts, on closer examination, turn out to be rarities, or even unique.
n'or example, the Berlin Ms. or. fol. 3142 contains an unknown homonynr
dictionary entitled Ma ttafaqa lffiuhn ua-khtalafa ma'nd,hu by the famous
philologist Hibataliáh Ibn al-Shajarï (died 54211148).This has not been
registered in later more comprehensive Arabic lexicographic literature'
nor anywhere in lexicographical secondary literature. The Ms. or. oct. 3191
contains a ltitab al-Zahr al-maq{uf min,fatl.t,al-ra'df by an anonymous writer
from the Mongolian period (7.113. century). It is a typical Adab work written
'Treatise
for edification, with many anecdotes and tales in the style of the
on Statecraft' (X'iirstenspiegel). This little work must be thought of in
connection with GhazzáLl's Nasíhat al-mulfrlt, from which quotations are
made. Both manuscripts have since been worked on and through editing.
translation or monographical investigation have been made generallr'
accessible.
We have already indicated elsewhere the importance for biographrand for knowledge of the chronology of the literary work of such an eminent
scholar as Yàqfrt (died 626/1228) from study of one single Ijáza whicL
was found at the end of lIs. or. oct.3377 (published, Wiesbaclen 1967).
Let us continue this noint a little further. After a checkered career as
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employee of a Baghclad businessman and years of restless wandering as
a bookseller and copyist, Yáqtt found a second home in northern Persia.
But even here his stay was not to be a permanent one: for rvhen Bukhara
fell into the hands of the Mongols at the end of the winter 1219120,he
decided the best thing to do was to leave this district as quickl;' as possible.
Having to flee grieved hirn all the more on account of the splendid public
and private libraries of Khurásán and Khwárezm where he had spent so
many happy hours. The last Khwárezm-Sháh had desperately tried to
fight off the Mongols. After the defeats many of his soldiers preferred to
move to the borders of Azerbaijan and go over to the Ayyubides - against
rvhom they had fought for years - rather than capitulate to the Mongols
,ind be left to their tender mercies. Then, as today, similar problems were
inr.olved: what was one to do with these foreigners who up tiil then had
heen enemies? The solution to the problem was also analogous to what has
happened in the 20th century. The Ayyubides ceded to these Khrvárezmians
the inhospitable areas east and southeast of Damascus. The centre u'as the
aricient city of Nvv'a - today called lzra' - on the edge of the Lajá' plain.
These refugees from Khwárezm, a very gifted people, brought with them
not only their Hanafit laws, but very soon left their cultural niark on this
region which till then had been inhabited mostly by nonrarlic and semin,,rmadictribes. Living proof of this can be found in records such as the IIs. or.
oct.3808. If one then, in the manner indicated, compares these records
with existing literature, it becomes possible to recreate in great detail the
wav in which a society changed in structure and achievenent through
re-settlement.
\\-e then reach the quite inexhaustible subject of famill- historv or the
history of scholars and academic schools via an analysis of names and clates
rvhich is made possible through study of manuscripts. IIay I offer jLrst
'-,neor two examples taken from the many possible ones. Taking five manuscripts as a source, the origins and achievements of five families coulrl l-,e
revealed. These were the Àndalusian family of the lbn Abi Janiras ()Is.
.,r. oct.3898), the family of the Rázis from T,{imsin Syria (Ms. or. oct. 623.
s,:e 3385), the Khurásánian family of the Mahbubis (Ms. or. oct. 3ó31).
:he Brussian family of the n'anáris (Ms. or. oct. 890) and the Cairo and
Istanbul family of the Qflsflnis (IIs. or. oct. 1466). These can in some
,:asesbe traced back for seven centuries. Since the members of these families
all had to bear the same laqab or nisba they were constantly being confu,.ecl
"-ith each other in primarv literature, and in secondary literature er-en
nore so. For example, Brockelmann (GAL' 21594 S 21666)as ri-ell as nrore
-cent specialist publications mention a Muhammad al-Qtsirnï rvho is supr*,sed to have worked successfullyas doctor under Sulaymàn I (9:6'1520-
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97411566) and Selïm II (974/1566-98211574)and who was furthermore
identical with the Turkish poet Nidá'i. Closer investigation has revealed
that grandfather (died 917/1511), father (died 931/1524) and. son (diecl
976/1568), all three of whom worked as doctors and wrote medical article-s
and books, were thought to be one and the same person. Exact details of
their lives and publications can be produced for all three. It can be equallr'
satisfactorily proved that none of them had any connection 'rvith the Turkish
poet Nidá'i, and that this suggestion can be traced back to a mistake made
by Hammer-Purgstall.
This method of exact analysis has also had as consequencethat at long
last light has been cast on the problems inherent in such a many-sided
literature as that of rhetoric or that of grammar. Here I should just like
to remind you of IIss. or. oct.972 and 3385. In connection with these
two items, the development, of these two branches of literary study could
be worked out exactly after Sakkák1's M'iftah aVulum, or after Isfaráyini's
(died after 684/1285)al-Lu,babfí l-nal.rwand Abarqflhi's (died end 7./13. c.)
'ilm
or Baydáwi's (died 716/1316)Lubb al-albabf t
al-i'rd,b,with the result
that these sections in the GAL could be re-written.
In the course of such literary-historical cross-section work we were
repeatedly successful in tracing down pseudo-epigraphic literature: e.g. a
pseudo-Abt Huraira, a pseudo-Tantkhi and a pseudo-Ibn al-Wardï. And
finally, in this connexion, a quick mention of the Arabic literature of the
IJmayyad period. This matter, which has always been and remains, a
controversial one, has come all the more to the fore in discussions since
the publication of the first volume of Fuat Sezgin's GAS. However positivelr
one may stand in regard to Arabic tradition, neverthelesshere one 'would be
well-advised to check each and every particular in this matter. In connexion
with a small work (Ms. or. oct. 1330) by a certain Ghimrini (ca. 1188/1775)
on the Qírd,'at'Ásim (diedI271745?) it could not only be establishedthat
this Qirá'a was taken from the Shd,ti,bíya,that is from Dáni's (died 41+
1053) Taisïr, but - and this may come as a surprise - a very reasonable
argument could be presented to prove that Qirá'a-literature started onlrwith Abt'Ubaid, who died in2241838.
On the occasion of the 28 International Congress of Orientalists in Canberra, on Januarl- Sth.
1971, this paper was read in the section \\rest Asia, Arabic. The resulting diseussion brought
forth the follou'ing resolution:

"Whereas Islamic
civilization, within and without the Arabic speaking
countries, has in large measure laid down its achievements and left its
self-portrait in an exceedingly rich legacy of Arabic manuscripts; anrl
whereas an understanding of Islamic civilization and its relations to preceding and contemporary civiiizations as well as the history of the sciences
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and the history of medicine will remain precarious until this legacy may
be surveyed in full; and whereas, despite substantial efforts extending
oyer more than a century, Iocation, registration, let alone cataloguing of
those manuscripts are far from complete; and whereas efforts to accomplish
these tasks vrhen undertaken by individuals, academic institutions, single
states or even groups of states rvill, owing to the magnitude and complexity,
not be terminated rvithin the lifetime of any and all here assembled; b e
it
resolved
b y t h e 2 8 I n t e r n a t i o n a l C o n g r e s so f O r i e n t a l i s t st h a t
this Congress,in plenary session,recognize the need for early cataloguing
c,f all Arabic manuscripts not yet adequately listed and described,and that
it recognize further the fact that successfulcompletion of this all-important
task will be contingent on an international initiative to start .work where
it has not yet been begun, to consolidate ongoing efforts rvhere needed
bv financial assistance, and to secure and maintain co-operation and
co-ordination of cataloguing endeavours in progress or to be undertaken."
This resolution u'as unanimouslv accepted by the X'inal Plenary Session of the Congress.
]Íeanwhile (spring 1973), printing of the first volume has begun, entitled: Árabische Hand;chriJten, Xlaterial,i,en z,ur arabischen LiteraturgeschicáÍe, appearing as volume 17, part A I,
of the entire cataloguing programme: Verzeichnis der orientalischen Handschriften in Deutschland. The above-mentioned manuscripts have been described and discussedin this firsi volume,
Dr. Attia Rizk has finished his edition of Ibn al-Shajari's important homonlm dictionar.y, to be
published in the Bibliotheca Islamica. - X'or the resolution see I). Georqe. in: ZDn'tG
l:{/1974/386 f.
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